
Year 12 ATAR English: Unit 3 2017 

WEEK UNIT FOCUS ASSESSMENT 

Weeks 1- 3 

Analysing language, 

structural and stylistic 

choices. 

Explain how texts 

conform to or 

challenge the 

conventions of 

particular genres 

 

Introduction to Course 

 Course overview 

 Different interpretations and perspectives 

 Challenge perspectives, values and attitudes in texts  

 Voice, content, structure, conventions and context 

Novel study  

1984  

Focus on: 

 Freedom, knowledge and free will 

 The author’s situational and sociocultural context 

 The influence of context on the construction, content and interpretation of texts 

 How readers may be positioned by text construction and reader context 

 Motivation that makes certain characters behave as they do in the text 

 Relating reading of text to other texts  

 Attitudes, beliefs and values promoted by the text  

 Current rhetoric on freedom and democracy vs control and barbarism (current context) 

 

Responding: 

Short response to two written 

and one visual image based on 

exam question 

(Week 2) 

5% 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 4 - 5 

Explain how texts 

conform to or 

Science Fiction and dystopian texts 

 Features of Genre 

Responding/(Comprehending)

: 

In-class Essay on comparison 



challenge the 

conventions of 

particular genres 

 

 Common themes 

 Science Fiction short stories 

of texts (give out 6 questions 

for preparation but only choice 

of three on day of essay) 

(Week 5)   15% 

Week 6 – 7 

Similar themes, issues, 

ideas and concepts 

are treated differently 

in different texts 

1984 compared with other texts 

 Metropolis – context, ideas, values and attitudes 

 Viktor Frankl, Corrie Ten Boom, Haralan Popov 

 Persuasive techniques, phrases, terminology 

 Feature artlices, opinions pieces 

 Speeches 

Creating: 

Take a key issue from the 

themes explored in class and 

write a persuasive speech 

(week 7/8) 

 

15% 

Week 8 - 11 Feature Films: High Noon and Rio Bravo 

 detailed study of at two films: High Noon and Rio Bravo 

 visual and/or narrative conventions and expectations 

 conventions of specific genre 

 how elements of construction and context shape representations of identity in a text, and 

influence the meaning perceived in texts. 

 exploration of the relationships between words and images.  

 how conventions of genre can be challenged, manipulated or subverted 

 how a visual text can engage viewers and promote or challenge particular ways of seeing 

the world 

 examine how genres and their conventions have changed and been adapted over time 

 

 



Week 12 - 13 Comparison of texts: 

Using all the texts studied in the course so far,  

analyse and critically appraise the following: 

 the ways language patterns can create shades of meaning 

  how expectations of genre have developed and the effect when those expectations are 

met or not met, extended or subverted 

 how responses to texts and genres may change over time and in different cultural contexts 

 the role of the audience in making meaning 

 

Creative Production: 

Explore the idea of personal 

freedom (editorial) 

(week  

20% 

 

Responding 

Reading / Viewing Folio:  

Student responses to written 

and/or visual texts. Students 

to make 10 entries and then 

choose two entries to re-draft 

and re-write for improvement.   

Includes compulsory questions 

on High Noon, High Noon /Rio 

Bravo comparison plus one 

revised answer must be on 

High Noon or High Noon /Rio 

Bravo comparison 

(week 13) 

 

15% 

Week 14 

 

REVISION  



 

 

 

Year 12 English: Unit 4 – PROGRAM OVERVIEW Semester 2 2017 

  

EXAM 

 

30% 

WEEK UNIT FOCUS ASSESSMENT 

Weeks 1 - 5 

Analysis 

Context, perspective 

and  

purpose 

 

Novel Study: Lord of the Flies  

 Examination of the novel’s content and construction 

 the contextual elements that influenced the production of the text, as well as influencing 

how the text is read. 

 consider personal context 

 Dystopian novel and allegory  

 notions of marginalisation, class/caste, representations of social groups and perceptions of 

difference and the manner in which a text (via language) can endeavour to encourage or 

provoke a particular response 

 the nature and function of speculative fiction 

 possible key themes for investigation: 

 Notions of happiness and desire 

 Ideas about difference and individuality 

 Dystopia vs Utopia 

 Authority 

Creating: 

Write a persuasive speech or 

essay on the benefits of 

studying dystopian fiction in 

secondary school English. 

(early week 4) 

15% 

 

Responding: 

Question on context 

(week 6) 

15% 



 Freedom 

Weeks 6 - 7 

Different perspectives, 

attitudes and values 

represented in texts 

Documentary: Crossroads: Labor Pains of a New Worldview 

 documentary conventions 

 analysing use of voice and point of view 

 ways points of view and values are represented 

 use of language to create empathy or controversy 

Responding:  

Short response to two written 

and one visual image based on 

exam question 

(week 8) 

10% 

Weeks 8 - 12 

 

Novel study: 

The Five People You Meet in Heaven 

 Representations of themes, issues, ideas and concepts 

 Comparison of texts 

 analysis of text 

 choice of language 

 language to generate empathy or controversy 

 voice, point of view, values 

Creating: 

Significance and impact of 

individual life – how we touch 

others and how others touch 

us. 

Eulogy (annotate plus 

statement of intent) 

(week 12) 

20% 

Weeks 13 Reading of texts: 

 context 

 language 

 structure 

 genre 

 purpose 

 voice 

Reading / Viewing Folio:  

Student collection of various 

written and visual texts in 

different genre. Report on 

each text.  

(week 13) 

10% 



 

 

Type of assessment Total 

Weighting 

 Weightings 

Responding  

Types of assessment will involve 

tasks in which students 

comprehend, engage with, 

interpret, analyse, compare, 

contrast, reflect on, appreciate and 

evaluate a range of texts and text 

forms for a variety of purposes and 

audiences.  

Students can respond in a range of 

text forms including fiction and non-

fiction, media texts, multimodal and 

digital texts. 

35% Semester One 

 

 

Short response to two written and one visual image based on exam question 

 
2.5% 

In-class Essay on comparison of texts (give out 6 questions for preparation but only choice 

of three on day of essay) 
7.5% 

Reading / Viewing Folio:  

Student responses to written and/or visual texts. Students to make 10 entries and then 

choose two entries to re-draft and re-write for improvement.   

Includes compulsory questions on High Noon, High Noon /Rio Bravo comparison plus one 

revised answer must be on High Noon or High Noon /Rio Bravo comparison 

7.5% 

Semester Two 

 

 

Question on context 7.5% 

 point of view 

 values/attitudes 

Week 14 

 

REVISION 

 

 

 EXAM EXAM (30%) 

 



Short response to two written and one visual image based on exam question 5% 

Reading / Viewing Folio:  

Student collection of various written and visual texts in different genre. Report on each 

text.  

5% 

Creating  

Students create sustained 

imaginative, interpretive and 

persuasive texts in a range of modes 

for a variety of purposes and 

audiences. 

Students can create a range of text 

forms including fiction and non-

fiction, media texts, multimodal and 

digital texts. 

35% Semester One 

 

 

Take a key issue from the themes explored in class and write a persuasive speech 

 

7.5% 

Explore the idea of personal freedom (editorial) 10% 

Semester Two  

Write a persuasive speech or essay on the benefits of studying dystopian fiction in 

secondary school English. 

7.5% 

 

Significance and impact of individual life – how we touch others and how others touch us. 

Eulogy (annotate plus statement of intent) 

10% 

Examination 

The examination assesses work 

covered in the unit(s) completed, 

using questions requiring responses 

to texts and the creation of texts. 

The examination is typically 

conducted at the end of the 

semester and/or unit and reflects 

the examination design brief for this 

syllabus. 

30% Semester One  

Semester One Exam 15% 

Semester Two  

Mock Exam 15% 

 

 



 

 


